TR4 nuclear receptor promotes clear cell renal cell carcinoma (ccRCC) vasculogenic mimicry (VM) formation and metastasis via altering the miR490-3p/vimentin signals.
While TR4 nuclear receptor plays key roles to promote prostate cancer progression, its roles to alter the progression of clear cell renal cell carcinoma (ccRCC), remains unclear. Here, we demonstrate that TR4 can promote the ccRCC cell vasculogenic mimicry (VM) formation and its associated metastasis via modulating the miR490-3p/vimentin (VIM) signals. Mechanism dissection revealed that TR4 might increase the oncogene VIM expression via decreasing the miR-490-3p expression through direct binding to the TR4-response-elements (TR4REs) on the promoter region of miR-490-3p, which might then directly target the 3' UTR of VIM-mRNA to increase its protein expression. Preclinical studies using the in vivo mouse model with xenografted RCC Caki-1 cells into the sub-renal capsule of nude mice also found that TR4 could promote the ccRCC VM and its associated metastasis via modulating the miR490-3p/VIM signals. Together, results from preclinical studies using multiple RCC cell lines and the in vivo mouse model all conclude that TR4 may play a key role to promote ccRCC VM formation and metastasis and targeting the newly identified TR4/miR-490-3p/VIM signals with small molecules may help us to develop a new therapeutic approach to better suppress the ccRCC metastasis.